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FROM THE CHIEF MINISTER

Michael Gunner 
Chief Minister of the  
Northern Territory

It’s one year on and the mission is not only sharply 
focused, it is well underway.
Setbacks due to COVID-19 have been unavoidable, but now that 
we’ve broken the shackles by opening up the Territory to the  
fully vaccinated, the journey to $40 billion by 2030 is on track.

The incredible thing about the Territory is how much we’ve 
been able to achieve, even with severely restrained trade and 
movement due to the pandemic.

When the Territory Economic Reconstruction Commission (TERC) 
set out its vision a year ago, we were still tied down by COVID-19 
and the inclination of investors to explore the opportunities in 
the Territory was curtailed by our demanding, but absolutely 
necessary, quarantine rules.

That is over now and our recently appointed Territory Investment 
Commissioner, Major Projects Commissioner, and Infrastructure 
Commissioner can get even busier selling the benefits of doing 
business in the Territory and giving businesses all the support 
they need.

What the TERC did was to concentrate our thinking on what is 
achievable, and how we can get there.

Yet, I don’t dismiss big dreams. I know that they can become 
real after we saw NASA come to Arnhem Land in September to 
prepare for multiple space launches from June next year – the 
first time NASA has even undertaken a launch from a commercial 
launch facility outside of the USA.

That makes me believe we are right to dream. That is why we 
back Project Sea Dragon as it begins construction for huge 
onshore prawn aquafarms that will feed the region.

That is why we watch delighted with the progress of Sun Cable, 
as it achieves milestone after milestone – from securing rights to 
traverse Indonesian waters to the appointment of experts to pull 
the project together in all its design, engineering, construction, 
risk, finance, legal and diplomatic complexities.

That is why we celebrate Core Lithium, as it takes homegrown 
Territory resources right into the new age of power storage.

That is why DCI Data Centres’ commitment to build a data centre 
in Darwin – to me, one of our most exciting ventures, as we link 
to the massive Asian market by subsea cables – shows that our 
hard work in welcoming this new industry is paying off.

Our path ahead is never about seeking instant gratification.  
We know that we must invest in ideas in order to grow.

That is why the $8.75 million partnership agreement between 
the Territory Government and the Advanced Manufacturing 
Growth Centre aims to create highly skilled jobs for Territorians  
in new industries.

We will compete with the world, not by offering products  
based on the cheapest cost, but by making high-quality  
products from renewables.

That is why my government is teaming up with CSIRO, Santos, 
INPEX, Woodside, Eni, Origin Energy and Xodus to assess the 
viability of a large-scale low emissions Carbon Capture Utilisation 
and Storage Hub based at Middle Arm.

These are just some of the big moves that have been made in the 
Territory over the last few months. All of them sit well within the 
remit of the TERC recommendations; all of them set us on-course 
to a bold new Territory.

I’d like to thank Team Territory for their hard work in keeping us 
propelling forward. And we will keep moving forward, listening  
to new ideas and taking the Territory towards $40 billion by 2030.

We are on track for an enormous future. Given what we’re 
seeing so far, we must prepare ourselves to make room for new 
industries and concepts that will astonish us with their ambition.

Let’s keep it going.
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Team Territory is pleased to welcome the second 
Progress Report to update you on the Territory 
Government’s actions that will enable a $40 billion 
economy by 2030.
As the key reference body for implementation of the TERC 
Final Report, Team Territory held a wide range of stakeholder 
engagements, conducted presentations, Chief Executive Officer 
and Commissioner briefing sessions and met with multiple 
private sector groups to inform and communicate the direction 
and intent of the Final Report – and pass any feedback or 
concerns back to the Territory Government.

Team Territory has cited a notable shift in both in positivity 
and outlook for the state of the Territory economy, with clear 
signs that the level of attention and interest in the Territory has 
improved over the last 12 months. 

That is not to say that the work is done, far from it. As the 
TERC Final Report clearly states; achieving the bold target of 
a $40 billion economy by 2030 will require more than just 
meeting the TERC recommendations and milestones, it requires 
local, Territory and Federal governments, the private sector, 

stakeholders and the wider Territory community all pulling 
together in the same direction. 

Ultimately, our pathway to a $40 billion economy by 2030 
involves five main actions:

 Creating jobs in the near, medium and long term

 Attracting private investment

 Supporting current and emerging industries

 Building on the Territory’s competitive advantages, and;

 Unlocking the potential of the Territory’s regions.

While the initial data presented in this Progress Report looks 
promising, importantly it also highlights the clear challenges 
ahead – and overcoming these challenges requires that the 
attention and focus on building the Territory’s economy and 
creating jobs continues to gather momentum.

As Team Territory co-Chairs, we believe a $40 billion economy by 
2030  is within our reach – but only if we are all in this together.

The Hon  
Clare Martin AO Dick Guit

A MESSAGE FROM TEAM TERRITORY CO-CHAIRS
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A $8.75 million partnership agreement between 
the Territory Government and the Advanced 
Manufacturing Growth Centre may not necessarily 
be front of mind for most Territorians, but it will 
prove a critical step in creating highly skilled 
advanced manufacturing jobs for Territorians.
On 30 November 2020, the Territory Government received 
the TERC Final Report – a roadmap to putting in place the right 
environment to grow the Territory to a $40 billion economy by 
2030. On 1 December 2020, the Chief Minister announced that 
the Territory Government had accepted all 62 recommendations 
in full and tasked the public service with developing and 
actioning the plans to meet the two, five and 10 year targets 
outlined in the Final Report.

To track this progress – the Territory Government committed 
to issuing bi-annual public Progress Reports that detail those 
actions and plans. Progress Report 2 marks almost a year since 
the release of the TERC Final Report, and the start of the 10 year 
journey to creating a $40 billion economy by 2030.

This first year has set a very solid foundation on the journey  
to $40 billion. This target requires a major step-change in the  
way the Territory does business. This report covers a wide  
range of policy shifts, focus areas and outcomes to make this 
happen, including:

• Delivering the Darwin-Katherine Electricity System Plan which 
will deliver affordable, reliable and cleaner energy

• Positioning the Territory to capture a significant share of 
Australia’s emerging $12 billion space sector by supporting 
Equatorial Launch Australia and NASA to prepare for their  
mid-2022 sub-orbital sounding rocket launch at the  
Arnhem Space Centre in East Arnhem Land

• Conducting tropical rock oyster trails on Aboriginal land to 
transform the Territory’s aquaculture sector and increase  
local capacity and economic participation

• Core Lithium starting construction on its Finniss Lithium 
Project – a project that will provide critical minerals in new 
and emerging global technologies like batteries, electric 
vehicles, solar panels and mobile phones – expected to  
create 250 local jobs

• Releasing the Renewable Hydrogen Master Plan to guide 
development of a Territory renewable hydrogen industry  
that will simultaneously drive emissions reductions and  
grow our economy

• Cutting cumbersome and outdated red tape to make  
doing business in the Territory easier without sacrificing 
existing safeguards

• Appointing the Major Projects Commissioner, Investment 
Commissioner and Infrastructure Commissioner to provide 
direct support to the private sector and a focus on attracting 
and winning more private investment

• Continuing to expand the online 'Can-Do Territory' portal to 
support business owners by putting everything in one easy 
and accessible location.

These are examples of policy shifts, focus areas, actions and 
outcomes detailed in Progress Report 2 undertaken by the 
Territory Government in response to the TERC Final Report.  
Importantly, this report does not take into account a number  
of additional actions underway due to commercial sensitives,  
but there are more exciting projects in the pipeline.

This report will give you some high level first year data as well  
as an update on the progress for all 62 recommendations.

If you would like to know more about a specific recommendation 
and its related actions, please email Team Rebound at: 

NTRebound@nt.gov.au

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY



On the way to 
$40 billion by 2030
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To achieve this target, the Territory economy needs to 
maintain an average annual growth rate of 3.9% across 
the next decade. 

The latest economic growth data for 2020-21 shows  
headline gross state product (GSP) decreased by 0.6%, 
mainly driven by a fall in net exports. Despite this result, 
the domestic economy remained strong for 2020-21 
with state final demand (investment plus consumption) 
increasing by $1.4 billion or around 6.1%. 

Economic growth across the last two years has mainly 
been driven by a strong rebound in retail spend and 
household consumption activity (assisted by additional 
government support), with investment activity also 
showing promising signs of recovery, increasing by  
$446 million or 9.6% in 2020-21.   

The Territory's Department of Treasury and Finance 
economic forecasts are conservative and do not include 

some projects that commenced this year, such as Core 
Lithium, the Fuel Terminal and Project Sea Dragon.

Current economic forecasts do not take into account 
potential and planned projects totalling about  
$47.5 billion that are yet to reach final investment decision.

It is likely some of these projects will reach final 
investment decision, and contribute to an even stronger 
economic growth rate than is currently indicated.

As is historically true for the nature of the Territory 
economy – volatility will continue to occur which means 
growth will not be linear. A key aspect of the report is to 
move away from a boom and bust economy – that will 
take time and effort.

In short this is a positive start but there is more work to do.

ECONOMIC DATA

ECONOMIC GROWTH

The Territory is one year into the 10 year journey to achieve a  
$40 billion economy by 2030
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Jobs and employment across Australia have been hit hard through  
the COVID-19 pandemic

Creating opportunities for more jobs for Territorians

The TERC set a job creation target of 35 000 more jobs 
which means, the average annual employment growth  
rate needs to be 2.1% or higher for the next decade. 

The TERC used the headline employment results from  
the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) which are based 
on the labour force survey. For a small jurisdiction like the 
Territory, the results of the labour force survey can often 
be very volatile. 

While there were 126 712 people employed in the 
Territory as at June 2021, a decline of 1.4% from the 
previous year, a number of other data sets are showing 
positive signs.

Employment, as measured in the ABS labour force survey, 
has been difficult to relate to ‘on the ground’ conditions 
over the past 20 months, and is at odds with other 
economic data, notably the ABS single touch payroll  
data which reports solid jobs growth of 7.8% since  
March 2020. 

Single touch payroll data shows the Territory performing 
favourably compared to the rest of Australia, including a 
rebound across most industries when comparing  
October 2021 to March 2020. 

Looking forward, employment is expected to strengthen 
in the medium term as private and public investment 
continue to ramp up.

ECONOMIC DATA

JOBS AND EMPLOYMENT
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ECONOMIC DATA

ATO jobs index by NT industry  
(14 Mar 2020 to 16 Oct 2021):

transport, postal & ware -8.6%

wholesale trade -5.7%

rental, hiring & real est serv -3.5%

info media & telecom -0.9%

accom & food services 1.2%

admin & support serv 2.6%

TOTAL 7.8%

financal & insurance serv 26.9%

arts & recreational serv 15.7%

education & training 14.9%

other services 14.6%

health care & social assis 14.5%

agr, forestry & fish 12.1%

public admin & safety 8.0%

manufacturing 7.5%

construction 6.1%

pro, scientific & tech serv 5.8%

retail trade 5.3%

mining 4.2%

elec, gas & water 3.3%

ATO jobs index (single touch payroll) 
(weekly, index 14 March 2020 = 100)
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Since the week ending 14 March 2020, total employee jobs in the Territory 
have increased by 7.8% and total employee wages have increased by  
8.3%, both the largest increases of the jurisdictions. 

ATO wages index (single touch payroll) 
(weekly, index 14 March 2020 = 100)
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ECONOMIC DATA

To achieve a population target 
beyond 300 000, average annual 
population growth needs to be 
1.9% or higher for the next decade.

Population returned to growth in March 2020, the first 
annual population increase since March 2018. This 
population growth trend has continued throughout  
2020 and into 2021, with more than 247 000 now  
calling the Territory home as at March 2021.

There is an opportunity to reverse this trend  
permanently if we can take advantage of the  
Territory's competitive advantage and attract  
overseas migration when borders open.

POPULATION

A larger economy means a larger population

Tracking progress to a $40 billion economy by 2030, 
Population (Estimated Resident Population)
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Population Growth 
(moving annual total)

The Territory's population was in decline for several years, mainly 
due to increasing levels of net interstate migration outflows. 

The Territory has recorded five consecutive quarters of annual 
population growth to the March quarter 2021, and is stronger than 

nationally for the first time since 2013.

Year ended June

Net Interstate Migration

Net Overseas Migration

Natural Increase

Population Growth (%)

Number of overseas arrivals  
and departures 

(monthly, original)25 000

20 000

15 000

10 000

5 000

0
17 18 19 20 21 22

Departures

Arrivals

In October 2021, arrivals decreased in the month  
(from 3 720 to 3 280) while departures increased  

(from 1 020 to 1 820). These are recorded trips as cleared by the 
border force and the latest month of data is provisional.

Year ended June

300 000 
target
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Northern Territory (RHS)
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Number of residential building approvals 
(moving annual total, original)

In September 2021, the number of residential building 
approvals in the Territory increased by 91.3% to 44. In the 
year to September 2021, approvals increased by 20.0% to 

743, compared with a 30.6% increase nationally.

Retail turnover 
(monthly, current prices, seasonally adjusted)

The Territory's seasonally adjusted retail trade turnover 
increased by 0.8% to $299 million in September 2021, 

compared with a 1.3% increase nationally.
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Business confidence survey 
(quarterly)

The Department of Industry, Tourism and Trade conducts a quarterly 
survey on business confidence in the Territory. In the September 
quarter 2021, the net index (confident minus worried) was +70%.

ECONOMIC CONFIDENCE ON THE RISE

Leading indicators such as building approvals, business 
confidence and retail spending are all showing improvement.

To date, and with the help of government support packages, 
the Territory economy appears to be weathering the 
economic storm of COVID-19. 

In many cases, the early signs indicate a solid economic 
recovery in the regions, despite the border restrictions and 
subsequent volatility in interstate tourism visitation.

Projects like Core Lithium, the Fuel 
Terminal and Project Sea Dragon show 
that activity appears to be increasing, with 
evidence of greater activity on the ground 
and many major projects progressing 
closer to final investment decision.

Year ended June Year ended June
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ECONOMIC CONFIDENCE ON THE RISE

 Planned/ proposed projects Estimated 

$47.5B

Committed projects Estimated 

$12.6B

The map outlines a sample of just some of 
the projects currently underway or those 
yet to reach final investment decision 
throughout the Territory.

VICTORIA HIGHWAY

STUART HIGHWAY

Wadeye

Nhulunbuy

Katherine

DARWIN

Borroloola

Alice Springs

Neptune
Petrel gas project Alyangula

ADELAIDE-DARWIN RAILWAY

Commonwealth 
Department of Defence
RAAF Base Tindal upgrades

Thor Mining
Molyhil tungsten 
mine

Seafarms Group
Project Sea Dragon grow-out facility

Territory Government
Na�onal Aboriginal Art Gallery

Northern Territory Airports
Expansion projects

KGL Resources
Jervois base metal
project

Tellus Holding
Chandler salt mine

Verdant Minerals
Ammaroo phosphate

Territory Government
Mount Isa to 
Tennant Creek railway

Australian-Asia PowerLink
Solar energy project

Arafura Resources
Nolans rare earths

Vista Gold
Mount Todd gold mine

Groote Eylandt 
Aquaculture Project

Cas�le Resources
Rover gold project

Territory Government
Na�onal Indigenous Cultural Centre

TNG
Mount Peake mine

Northern Territory Airports
Expansion projects

Territory and Commonwealth 
Governments Barkly Regional Deal 

Territory Governments Katherine 
Logis�cs and Agribusiness Hub 

Territory and Commonwealth Governments 
Jabiru and Kakadu future developments 

Tennant Creek

Santos
Barossa Project

Rum Jungle 
Rehabilita�on Project

Equatorial Launch Australia 
Arnhem Space Centre

DARWIN

Inset showing the Greater Darwin regionInset showing the Greater Darwin region

Seafarms Group1
Project Sea Dragon

Seafarms Group
Project Sea Dragon hatchery

HyperOne
Digital infrastructure

Darwin Clean Fuels
Condensate processing plant

Australian-Asia PowerLink

Territory Government
Darwin ship li�

Territory/
Commonwealth
governments
Darwin City deal

Commonwealth Department of Defence
Barracks upgrades

US Defence
Fuel Storage Facility

Halikos Group
Northcrest housing development

Santos
Darwin LNG expansion

Core Lithium
Finniss lithium project

Northern Territory Airports
Expansion projects

A Growing Pipeline of NT Projects

The Territory’s pipeline of 
projects continues to accelerate, 
with an estimated $12.6 billion 
worth of committed projects 
now in place, and an additional 
$47.5 billion worth of projects 
that are still in the planning 
stage or yet to reach final 
investment decision.



12 month progress update on the  
62 TERC recommedations
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Winning Investment Approach

Recommendations Progress Update

Urgently implement an 
integrated investment 
delivery system focused  
on winning investment  
for the Territory (B1)

The Territory Investment Commissioner and the Major Projects Commissioner were formally 
appointed in July 2021, Andrew Cowan as Investment Commissioner and Jason Schoolmeester 
as Major Projects Commissioner. With a broad investment mandate, the commissioners are key 
links between industry and government. Ensuring the Territory Government is focused on winning 
investment and accelerating a continual pipeline of projects that provide value to local business and 
the economy.
The commissioners are working collaboratively to actively pursue and attract local, national and 
international investment to grow and diversify the Territory’s economy. As co-leads of Investment 
Territory they are focusing on the sectors and projects that will: drive growth; increase local content 
in supply chains; create value adding industries and planning for future growth needs.
The Territory Government have also established the role of Infrastructure Commissioner and 
Infrastructure NT. This strategic infrastructure planning and development role plans for, coordinates 
and aligns infrastructure needs with industry and population growth. Infrastructure NT will work 
with Infrastructure Australia to deliver nationally significant infrastructure projects, and  
have a seat at the table with other Australian jurisdictions when it comes to bidding for 
infrastructure projects.

Recommendations Progress Update

Facilitate active financial 
support for projects by 
working with government 
and industry financing 
mechanisms to shape or 
expand their offering (B2)

The Territory Investment Commissioner and Major Projects Commissioner continue to capitalise 
on the Territory’s swift COVID-19 recovery by engaging key national funding programs targeted at 
national economic recovery efforts.
• A focus on Commonwealth Government investment support opportunities by Investment 

Territory has resulted in positive financial support from the North Australia Infrastructure  
facility (NAIF) and Export Finance Australia (EFA) for NT Major Project: Arafura Resources  
Central Australia Nolans Project 

• The Territory Government announced an additional investment of $120 million over two years 
into the Local Jobs Fund (LJF) 

• LFJ support through the offer of a condition loan to Core Lithium has assisted the Finniss Lithium 
Project in becoming the first mine to reach final investment decision in the Territory in over  
a decade 

• NAIF legislation was passed through Federal Parliament in May 2021 boosting investment 
opportunities for the Northern Territory. Investment Territory leads the relationship between the 
Territory Government and NAIF, including developing a partnership to use the LJF to ‘on lend’ 
NAIF funds to local proponents.
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Energy Transition and Decarbonisation

Recommendation Progress Update

Actively engage with  
the renewable energy 
sector to accelerate  
new renewable  
energy investment (E1)

The Territory Government is actively engaging with the renewable energy sector to accelerate new 
renewable energy investment through: 
• Publication of the first biennial Darwin-Katherine Electricity System Plan, providing guidance 

on a comprehensive pathway to affordably, safely and securely transition the Darwin -Katherine 
electricity system to 50 per cent renewables by 2030 

• Progressing procurement of a 35 megawatt battery energy storage system for the  
Darwin -Katherine electricity system for delivery in the fourth quarter of 2022                                                                                                                        

• Administering a grant program for small scale solar/battery behind the meter installations                                                               
• Advancing planning and preparatory work for the Remote Power System Strategy.

Recommendation Progress Update

Position the Territory for 
the emerging hydrogen 
industry (E2)

The Territory Government is promoting the development of renewable hydrogen projects in the 
Territory, through:
• Publication of the Renewable Hydrogen Master Plan, which sets the policy, strategy and 

framework to enable external investment and support the establishment of a local and export 
renewable hydrogen industry

• Assessing the feasibility of hybrid solar-hydrogen remote power generation under the Remote 
Power System Strategy, targeting 70 per cent renewables in the communities serviced by 
Indigenous Essential Services

• Supporting the Desert Bloom joint venture in undertaking an innovative hydrogen pilot project in 
Tennant Creek

• Partnering with Commonwealth, State and Territory governments to develop an effective national 
regulatory framework for hydrogen projects.

Recommendation Progress Update

Advance development  
of transitional gas  
supplies (E3)

Gas will play an integral role in the Territory's economic and energy future. That is why the  
Territory Government is:
• Facilitating the development of offshore and onshore gas fields
• Speeding up the appraisal of the Beetaloo Sub-basin through efficient regulatory practice
• Completing Stage 1 of the Tennant Creek to Darwin infrastructure corridor study and  

commencement of a midstream infrastructure study to facilitate the Beetaloo Sub-basin 
development

• Engaging upstream offshore and onshore companies to identify the supply of competitive gas 
feedstock to create a manufacturing hub at Middle Arm

• Implementing the recommendations from the Independent Scientific Inquiry into  
Hydraulic Fracturing

• Finalising the Strategic Regional Environmental Baseline Assessment (SREBA) by 2022 
• Supporting the Commonwealth Government’s Beetaloo Strategic Basin Plan that includes  

$50 million for accelerated drilling and exploration
• Working towards greater flexibility of the existing exemptions from the Gas Bulletin Board 

reporting requirements to enable NT LNG projects to trade with domestic markets
• Committing $367 million (includes additional Commonwealth Government funding) for immediate 

upgrades to key industry roads (Carpentaria Highway, Western Creek Road, Buchannan Highway 
and Gorrie Dry Creek Road), including $365,000 for a study on the development of a  
fully operational multimodal facility and rail terminal in Tennant Creek, due to be completed by 
end of 2021.
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Energy Transition and Decarbonisation

Recommendation Progress Update

Develop and implement 
a pragmatic and credible 
decarbonisation plan 
with interim targets, that 
delivers the Territory’s 
growth and net zero 
targets (E4)

Action on climate change is a key commitment of the Territory Government as part of a global effort 
to meet targets set by the 2015 Paris Agreement. The Northern Territory’s Climate Change Response: 
Towards 2050, and the accompanying Three Year Action Plan identifies priorities for decarbonising 
the Territory, seizing the opportunities presented by decarbonisation, building resilience in a 
changing climate, and informing and involving all Territorians in delivering on these priorities.
Development and implementation of an Emissions Reduction Strategy is a key part of the Plan,  
with the process informed by:
• Sourcing expert advice on the Territory’s greenhouse gas emissions profile and trajectories to 

2050, incorporating interim targets and practical emissions reduction options that align with 
growing the Territory’s economy

• Undertaking a full audit of current Territory Government emissions, to identify appropriate 
reduction strategies.

In response to this TERC recommendation, the Territory Government has also developed a climate 
change website climatechange.nt.gov.au. This site is a reliable source of information for Territory 
business, industry, households and communities on how to make climate-conscious decisions and 
successfully reduce their carbon emissions. 
Consultation with industry will help establish a Land Based Abatement Program to support 
primary producers and other land managers to commercialise low emission technologies, improve 
productivity and reduce emissions. The program development commenced in the first quarter of 
2021, with implementation set to commence in the fourth quarter of 2021.
A policy on Large Greenhouse Gas Emitters, establishing expectations for the management of 
greenhouse gas emissions from new and expanding large emitters, was released in  
September 2021. The Territory Government also released a draft greenhouse gas emissions offsets 
policy for consultation which closed on 15 October 2021 and finalisation of the policy is expected by 
the first quarter of 2022. The Territory Government is also preparing a biodiversity offsets policy and 
supporting technical guidelines, with consultation on the draft anticipated to commence in early 2022.

Recommendation Progress Update

Position the Territory 
as a key research and 
development location 
for low emissions 
technologies (E5)

The Electricity Reform Amendment Bill 2021 has been introduced in the Legislative Assembly  
to establish a time limited power for the Minister to amend the electricity industry technical codes 
to implement the Territory Government's strategic energy policy, in advance of a broader review of 
electricity industry governance to be undertaken in 2022.
• Release of the Darwin-Katherine Electricity System Plan on 5 October 2021 
• Continued progression of the Alice Springs Future Grid assessments and analysis through the 

Intyalheme Centre for Future Energy.
Work is being accelerated to build on the Carbon Capture Utilisation and Storage (CCUS)  
pre-feasibility study. A working group is being established that includes both industry and 
government to continue investigating the technical and commercial feasibility of establishing a 
common-user CCUS hub at Middle Arm.
The Territory Government is negotiating an Energy and Emissions Bilateral Agreement with the 
Commonwealth Government, anticipated to be finalised in 2022. The Land Based Abatement 
Program (refer to Recommendation E4) will assist to position the Territory as a key research and 
development location for low emission technologies. It will also facilitate greater engagement in 
carbon markets by supporting research into the identification, development and testing of potential 
carbon abatement practices in the Territory context.
The Territory Government is developing strategic partnerships with a range of organisations with 
research expertise in this field to identify and advocate for research priorities. Implementation of the 
Land Based Abatement Program is due to commence in the fourth quarter of 2021.
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Energy Transition and Decarbonisation

Recommendation Progress Update

Facilitate carbon offset 
industry growth (E6)

The Territory Government is developing a Greenhouse Gas Emissions Offset policy in accordance 
with section 1.3.2 of the Climate Change Response: Towards 2050. The policy will be finalised in early 
2022 following recent public consultation.
The Land Based Abatement Program will facilitate research into carbon offset methodologies to 
assist land managers to identify potential carbon abatement opportunities and engage in the carbon 
market to improve productivity and generate new revenue streams while reducing emissions.
The Large Greenhouse Gas Emitters policy was completed and released in September 2021 and the 
Emissions Reduction Strategy due mid-2022 is expected to increase demand for carbon abatement 
and carbon offset methodologies and projects.
The Territory Government is reviewing the current regulatory settings for carbon offsets. The review 
will identify potential barriers to growing the Territory’s carbon offset industry. This work is expected 
to be completed by the fourth quarter of 2021.

Manufacturing

Recommendation Progress Update

Complete the rapid 
master planning for low 
emissions petrochemicals 
manufacturing (M1)

Plans are underway to establish Middle Arm Sustainable Development Precincts to support 
petrochemicals manufacturing, including:
• Ongoing efforts to source supplies of competitive gas feedstock (refer to Recommendation E3)
• Ongoing refinement of industry ecology options, project cash flow models and potential 

development scenarios
• Ongoing engagement and market testing with potential proponents and investors, including 

quarterly engagements with the Gas Industry Engagement Group as an advisory group supporting 
the master planning process

• Ongoing planning of the estate and enabling infrastructure (e.g., import and export facilities), with 
procurement for marine geotechnical investigations underway

• Ongoing environmental studies working towards a strategic environmental submission
• Community and business group stakeholder engagement is underway
• Commencement of economic benefits analysis modelling (building on input-output economic 

modelling) to strengthen the business case for the funding/investment required to construct 
enabling infrastructure

• Working towards Stage 2 submission for Infrastructure Australia to progress enabling 
infrastructure. 

Recommendation Progress Update

Complete the rapid  
master planning for 
emerging renewables-
based hydrogen 
manufacturing (M2)

The Territory Government has completed and published a Renewable Hydrogen Master Plan. 
The plan sets out a number of key initiatives and actions to plan for emerging renewables-based 
hydrogen manufacturing, including:
• The policy, strategy and framework to enable support for the establishment of a local and export 

renewable hydrogen industry
• Focus areas for the Territory to position itself as a leader in the global hydrogen industry by 

leveraging its world-class solar resources and existing energy export experience
• The foundation activities critical to enable external investment.
Plans are underway to establish the Middle Arm Sustainable Development Precinct to support 
emerging renewables based hydrogen manufacturing.
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Manufacturing

Recommendation Progress Update

Develop manufacturing 
opportunities in key 
sectors to establish  
the capability in the 
Territory (M3)

Developing manufacturing opportunities to drive the Territory’s capability is high on the  
Territory Government’s agenda. In response to this recommendation, the Territory Government  
has taken a number of actions, including:
• Establishing a partnership with the Advanced Manufacturing Growth Centre to strategically  

grow the Territory’s manufacturing capability and spur new private sector investment and 
innovation in local manufacturing across a range of industry sectors. This partnership is backed  
by the ‘Advancing the Manufacturing Ecosystem Fund’, which was recently launched, making  
$8.75 million worth of business grants available to support manufacturing focused pilots and 
projects in the Territory 

• Undertaking feasibility assessment of the Territory’s manufacturing opportunities to identify what 
can be processed here, where it should be processed and the opportunities and risks that need 
to be developed and appropriately managed for processing to be a success. This work initially 
focused on the Agribusiness and Resources sectors and will inform how the Territory Government 
collaborates with industry in their efforts to develop opportunities for processing in the Territory. 
The Territory Government has:
 - Commissioned CRU Group, a specialist advisory company, to complete a comprehensive study 

on the mine to market value chain of key minerals to identify and prioritise minerals-based 
processing opportunities available to the Territory

 - Invested in the Future Battery Industries Cooperative Research Centre to further support  
this work

 - Commissioned a study on the Territory’s local produce industry to tap into new markets and 
offer additional commercial possibilities for local producers.
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Resources

Recommendation Progress Update

Urgently stand up 
a Territory Mineral 
Development Taskforce 
to accelerate mining 
development (RS1)

The Territory Government has established a Mineral Development Taskforce to accelerate mining 
development in the Territory. It will have a critical role to play in devising innovative approaches and 
options to accelerate private investment.
The Taskforce will consider the competitiveness of the Territory’s overarching investment 
environment for mining and downstream value add and manufacturing projects; and whether it 
provides the necessary certainty for industry; and attracts and supports private sector investment; 
including potential consideration of whether the Territory’s regulatory regime is efficient, 
transparent and proportionate, whether the mineral royalty scheme is competitive, conducive to 
investment while delivering fair returns to Territorians, and whether minerals processing supply and 
value chains are available, robust and efficient.

Recommendation Progress Update

Increase and target  
exploration activity (RS2)

The Territory Government continues to invest heavily in mineral exploration to drive more mining 
development across the Territory. The annual funding to the Resourcing the Territory initiative has 
increased from $6.5 million to $9.5 million, on an ongoing basis from 1 July 2022.
This funding has allowed the Territory Government to enable:
• Near-term resource development through an increased focus on exploration of brownfields sites
• Identification and promotion of new areas of the Territory for resource exploration
• Acceleration of geoscience programs to attract and de-risk mineral exploration
• Expansion of the Geophysics and Drilling Collaborations grants program
• Studies of the Territory’s geological potential for critical commodities to support a low-emissions future
• Further collaboration with the Commonwealth Government’s Exploring for the Future program. 
The Territory Government has developed a draft strategic plan to target long-term programs and 
support the growth of the exploration sector, and has developed new collaborative programs with 
Geoscience Australia under the Exploring for the Future program, including collaboration on basin 
analysis in the Simpson Desert area. Details of geoscience programs to be rolled out under the 
expanded Resourcing the Territory initiative will be announced by the first quarter of 2022.
As a matter of priority, the Territory Government expanded the criteria of co-funding grants to allow 
a wider range of products to be eligible for funding, including brownfields drilling close to known 
mineral deposits.
Final drilling and geochemistry data for the Barkly and Gulf regions are now being prepared, and will 
be released in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Recommendation Progress Update

Work with the mining 
industry to be future  
ready (RS3)

The Territory Government continues to work in partnership with peak industry groups to support the 
Territory’s mining industry to be future ready.
Development of a strategy for data modernisation continues to progress well, with key strategies and 
actions now identified.                                                                                                                                                                                

Recommendation Progress Update

Assess and then develop 
low emissions minerals 
processing opportunities 
(RS4)

The Territory Government is currently undertaking feasibility assessment of the Territory’s mineral 
processing opportunities that will: 
• Identify what can be processed here 
• Where it should be processed 
• Identify all opportunities and the risks that will need to be appropriately managed for processing 

to be a success in the Territory.
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Agribusiness

Recommendation Progress Update

Rapidly identify and 
develop key Sustainable 
Development Precincts 
(A1)

In order to prioritise this area, an Agriculture Precincts development team has been established.
• The Territory Government and the Chair of the NT Land Corporation (NTLC) have agreed to 

establish a Service Level Agreement (SLA) to provide support to the NTLC in releasing the three 
precincts (Keep Plains, Larrimah and Wildman River). The SLA is well progressed

• The Keep Plains release is progressing, with the assessment panel currently considering detailed 
proposals from the shortlisted proponents with a recommendation on the successful developer 
likely to to go to the NTLC Board in November 2021

• Both the Wildman River and Larrimah assessments are continuing, with recommendations on  
successful proponents likely to go to the NTLC Board in mid-2022

• A project agreement is nearing completion with the Cooperative Research Centre for Developing 
Northern Australia (CRCNA) to identify opportunities to de-risk investment opportunities for 
agricultural land – the next stage of the De-risking Agriculture Project.

Recommendation Progress Update

Develop and implement 
an Agribusiness Strategy, 
focusing on new integrated 
commercialisation 
opportunities across the 
supply chain (A2) 

The Territory Government is collaborating with industry to develop a high-level Agribusiness Strategy, 
with industry stakeholder consultation nearing completion.
To date, a range of feedback sessions have been held with NT Farmers Association, NT Cattlemen's 
Association (including attendance at regional branch meetings), NT Livestock Exporters Association, 
NT Seafood Council and crocodile industry representatives.
Preliminary information sessions have been held with the NT Land Councils, with further  
consultation planned.
A round of regional consultation sessions and a Territory stakeholder process will be conducted to 
seek feedback on the draft Agribusiness Strategy in the fourth quarter of 2021. 

Recommendation Progress Update

Support development of 
Aboriginal-led industry 
opportunities (A3)

The Territory Government continues delivery of its programs, initiatives and partnerships with 
Aboriginal communities, including:
• Ongoing delivery of the Indigenous Pastoral Program (IPP), partnered with NT Land Councils  

and industry, to lift cattle and agricultural production and infrastructure development on 
Aboriginal land

• Aquaculture grow out trials of tropical rock oyster are well established on Goulburn Island and 
new sites have been established on Groote Eylandt  

• An additional four Marine Rangers have been appointed as Fisheries Inspectors; capacity  
building visits to Aboriginal communities about fisheries enforcement, research and  
biosecurity are ongoing 

• Commercial fishing mentoring projects with Aboriginal fishers is currently focused on working 
with the  Maningrida, Wadeye, Wiligi, Nhulunbuy, Elcho and Tiwi island communities

• Forestry research and development, including supporting Tiwi Plantations second rotation  
and development assistance in East Arnhem and Groote Eylandt

• Soil and water resource studies for agriculture production and planning on Aboriginal land, 
including the Daly, Roper, Barkly and Central Australia regions. Many of these initiatives are 
ongoing developments.
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Agribusiness

Recommendation Progress Update

Facilitate sustainable 
development of the 
pastoral land estate and 
Aboriginal land (A4) 

The Territory Government has a range of actions planned or underway to facilitate sustainable 
development of the pastoral land estate and Aboriginal land, including:
• Identifying the levers to incentivise development of known areas of land with high potential  

and those where soil and water studies have already been completed by the end of the first 
quarter of 2022

• Increasing productivity through adoption and uptake of innovation and new technologies through 
targeted research and development, with field days held in April 2021, and another scheduled 
for November 2021 across Territory Government research facilities and ongoing extension and 
adoption programs undertaken in partnership with industry

• Supporting Tiwi Plantation to develop second rotation options by the fourth quarter of 2021
• Scoping the potential for increasing small scale forestry enterprises on Aboriginal land by 

the second quarter of 2022, with work well underway to establish a small scale native forest 
enterprise on Groote Eylandt

• Scoping actions required to activate the Strategic Aboriginal Water Reserves 
• Work to commence on an engagement program with all NT Land Councils to confirm goals, 

expectations and processes for agribusiness development on Aboriginal land, agreeing the criteria 
for prioritising joint effort around development and establishing clear communication protocols 

• Work with NT Cattlemen’s Association and NT Farmers Association to confirm goals, expectations 
and priorities for agribusiness development on pastoral leases, agreeing criteria for prioritising 
joint effort to bring new developments online

• An ongoing program of work to progress known projects, proposals and initiatives for pastoral 
land diversification and industry development 

• Ongoing partnerships with the pastoral industry to dedicate research to increase productivity, 
sustainable rangeland management practices, and secure markets to have the greatest impact on 
profitability as an ongoing priority area. 
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Tourism

Recommendation Progress Update

Prepare business cases 
for key Aboriginal cultural 
tourism icons and take 
projects to the market (T1)

The Territory Government continues to advance a number of key Aboriginal cultural tourism icons, 
including the National Aboriginal Art Gallery, walking trail in Watarrka National Park, Stage 2 of works 
at the Hermannsburg Heritage Precinct, World Heritage Visitor Centre in Jabiru and Red Centre 
Adventure Ride.  
Round three of the Aboriginal Tourism Grant Program closed for applications on 13 October 2021; 
assessment is underway.  

Recommendation Progress Update

Work with Traditional 
Owners and the 
Commonwealth 
Government to develop 
the Territory’s World 
Heritage Icons (T2)

Parks Australia has secured $103 million for upgrades in Uluṟu-Kata Tjuṯa National Park, including  
$59 million to upgrade the cultural centre.
The Kakadu Roads Strategy has been finalised and released by the Commonwealth Government.  
The Territory Government has commenced planning to deliver a $70 million roads program, with the 
first packages of work expected to go to market in 2022, subject to relevant approvals. Development 
is ongoing for a business case to fund Stage 2 roads as identified in the Kakadu Roads Strategy.  
Works on the Jim Jim Creek crossing were completed in August 2021, allowing access to the  
Twin Falls escarpment for the first time in two years.

Recommendation Progress Update

Develop commercial 
opportunities in the 
Territory’s National  
Parks (T3) 

There has been significant input from the public towards the development of a 30 Year Master Plan 
for the Territory’s National Parks. More than 500 submissions were received during the first stage of 
public consultation which will go towards the drafting of a Master Plan. The Master Plan will establish 
priorities, commercial opportunities and future directions from 2022-2052. Input from Traditional 
Owners will be integral in the drafting and finalisation of the Master Plan, with implementation 
expected to begin before the end of 2022.
The East Arnhem Destination Management Plan was released in November 2021.
Consultation on the Greater Darwin Destination Management Plan is complete and its release is 
scheduled for January 2022.
Project Implementation Teams are meeting regularly regarding development of the Alice Springs and 
MacDonnell Ranges, Big Rivers, Barkly, Lasseter, and East Arnhem Destination Management Plans, 
with the most recent meetings held in October/November 2021.

Recommendation Progress Update

Accelerate Drive Tourism 
(T4) 

The NT Tourism Drive Strategy was launched on 7 September 2021.
Round 2 of the Roadhouse to Recovery program has provided 39 regional and remote wayside inn, 
caravan park, and roadhouse operators with $4.9 million in grant funding to carry out infrastructure 
projects and upgrades to improve customer experience. Projects are due for completion by  
April 2022.
In October 2021, the Accommodation Book Now grant program opened for applications.  
The program aims to assist hotels, motels, wayside inns and caravan parks to develop direct  
online booking capacity. Grants of up to $2500 in matched funding are available.
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National Security and Defence

Recommendation Progress Update

Actively partner with 
the Commonwealth 
Government and industry 
to deliver strategic 
infrastructure (N1) 

Significant progress has been made over the last 12 months for DefenceNT’s strategic planning 
and engagement with the Commonwealth Government across a range of agencies and issues, with 
strategic infrastructure a major focus. 
The Northern Territory National Security Advisory Group (NSAG) addressed below is actively pursuing 
various defence industry opportunities, as well as the broader maritime, digital, energy, aerospace 
and infrastructure sectors. The NSAG has also been developing country-specific international 
engagement strategies as the Territory Government prepares for more normal engagement as we 
emerge from the pandemic. The NSAG now includes senior retired military advisers from the US, 
India and Japan.
The Northern Territory is the only Australian jurisdiction with this level of international experience 
and networks – this helps us understand the regional environment, what it means for the Territory 
and how we can best position ourselves to support and drive the local economy. 
Additional recent achievements include:
• Driving the development of a Defence Industry and Aerospace Industry 4.0 Testlab in partnership 

with Charles Darwin University, RMIT, and the Commonwealth Government. This will be the first 
Industry 4.0 Testlab in Australia, or the Indo-Pacific region more broadly, that focuses on defence 
industry and aerospace and there is already significant private sector interest. The Testlab is 
expected to be in place by the end of the second quarter of 2022 

• The Northern Territory Defence and National Security Advocate, Dr Alan Dupont AO, retired 
Lieutenant General US Marine Corps, John Wissler, and other members of the NSAG have done 
initial analysis of recent Commonwealth Government announcements in the national security 
space. These included the September 2021 AUKUS Treaty announcement and associated 
Australian-US Ministerial Consultations (AUSMIN) initiatives. These announcements represent a 
generational shift in Australia’s defence and national security posture and the NSAG is engaged to 
maximise the benefit for the Territory from the expected additional Australian and international 
infrastructure (and other) investment 

• Dr Dupont and the NSAG have produced the NT Defence and National Security Strategic  
Guidance which identifies how the Territory can best capitalise on planned defence and national 
security programs, and emerging strategic opportunities from national and international  
Indo-Pacific strategic and defence posture adjustments. A public version will be released in the  
first quarter of 2022 

• As COVID-19 travel restrictions begin to lift, the Territory Government's planned program of 
international engagement with regional allies and partners will recommence to help secure 
international defence and security investment into the Territory; understand future workforce 
requirements; promote local industry capabilities; facilitate local industry participation in regional 
defence export programs; explore new international markets; increase our level and visibility of 
public advocacy – both domestically and internationally; advocacy and information sharing with 
Commonwealth Government agencies, including regular engagement in Canberra; and increase 
our regional soft diplomacy efforts, including training and education.

Recommendation Progress Update

Partner with Territory 
businesses and industry 
associations to continue 
to improve capability and 
capacity to win national 
security and defence work 
(N2) 

The Territory Government is partnering with businesses to improve capability and capacity to win 
national security and defence work contracts, with some key achievements including:
• Providing training to local businesses and developing strategies to deliver in-person roadshows to 

showcase the Territory’s defence industry capabilities
• Coordinating the Territory Government’s and NT industry’s representation at national and 

international defence sector expos and other relevant forums, to build awareness of the Territory’s 
defence industry capabilities and identify and fast-track opportunities for local businesses

• Reviewing ongoing and current arrangements as the Territory joins the Australian Industry and 
Defence Network (AIDN National model) – AIDN NT structure and funding arrangements will be 
reviewed and adjusted, with a new structure expected to be in place by the end of the second 
quarter of 2022

• Continued representation at industry briefings by defence key stakeholders and identifying other 
opportunities to provide two-way feedback on the progress of local industry participation in 
defence work programs

• Developing capture plans for identified opportunities which will include industry engagement 
strategies and defined actions.
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National Security and Defence

Recommendation Progress Update

Expand engagement with 
industry, policy leaders 
and national and defence 
agencies to position 
the Territory to support 
activities in the north and 
the region (N3) 

A Strategic Guidance document has been developed to best position the Territory to support, enable 
and maximise planned defence and national security programs. A public version will be released in 
the first quarter of 2022. 
This document will play a critical role in growing the Territory's defence industry and raising the 
profile of the Territory among key national stakeholders and decision-makers, through:  
• Appropriately skilled public service staff to help deliver the Territory Government's defence sector 

priorities through engagement with key defence and industry stakeholders 
• An engagement program that targets key defence primes and second tier businesses to increase 

the involvement of Territory businesses in defence work programs 
• Effective policies, processes and capability development programs that will help increase Territory 

business participation in future tenders and ongoing defence sustainment work.

Maritime Industry

Recommendation Progress Update

Develop and implement 
a Maritime Industry 
Development Plan (MIDP) 
to grow the maritime 
industry, including to 
activate the Darwin Ship 
Lift facility (MR1) 

In order to finalise and implement the Maritime Industry Development Plan, a number of actions are 
being developed and progressed, including:
• Establishing the cross-government Maritime Industry Development Implementation team,  

who will consult with both the public and private sectors to deliver the Plan  
• Release of a discussion paper for stakeholder consultation via 'Have Your Say' process, as well as 

face-to-face meetings                                                                                   
• Conducting a valuation exercise to provide agreed economic valuation parameters for the 

maritime industry sectors, due for release by the first quarter of 2022
• Undertaking a gap analysis of maritime infrastructure, including the identification of current 

infrastructure issues, opportunities and solutions by the third quarter of 2022
• Developing all supporting governance structures and documents to allow the project 

implementation team to fully scope a project plan, timelines and establish a reference/working 
group with representatives from government and industry by the first quarter of 2022

• Producing a business capability gap analysis for the maritime industry and develop a strategy to 
grow and attract business and investment by the fourth quarter of 2022

• Developing a comprehensive workforce strategy for the maritime industry by the fourth  
quarter of 2022

• Developing a master plan for the Marine Industry Park in conjunction with the Land Development 
Corporation by the fourth quarter of 2023

• Developing infrastructure priorities and preparing business cases for delivery by the second 
quarter of 2023.
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Digital Industry

Recommendation Progress Update

Undertake master planning 
of digital precincts (D1) 

An assessment of the strategic value of a digital precinct is commencing with stakeholder 
engagement to commence shortly. 
An expression of interest for a commercial data centre in Darwin is complete.  
Other recent announcements include:
• DXN acquiring the Secure Data Centre in Darwin, and
• DCI Data Centres announcing the construction of their data centre in Darwin. 
A collaborative assessment is underway identifying capability of the local digital industry which will 
inform the development of a digital industry growth strategy. 

Recommendation Progress Update

Pursue strategic 
partnerships to grow the 
industry in the Territory 
(D2)  

The Territory Government is exploring strategic industry and government partnerships to identify 
digital opportunities and investment projects through the Territory Investment Commissioner. 
The Territory Government is working with: 
• Charles Darwin University on digital precinct options and drone projects 
• National Chief Scientists Group to identify technology megatrends relevant for the Territory 
• Industry 4.0 proponents, including technology and advanced manufacturing innovators. 
• Local and international telecommunications cable providers to secure high speed data links into 

Darwin.  Recent announcements include:
 - Completion of the Terabit Territory upgrades to the Vocus network connecting the Territory to 

Adelaide and Queensland
 - Vocus’s Darwin-Jakarta- Singapore Cable (DJSC) that will be installed in 2022 and in operation in 

mid 2023, providing the Territory’s first international subsea connection to Asia
 - Hawaiki’s ambitious plans for a new 22,000km submarine cable connecting Singapore, Jakarta, 

Darwin, eastern Australia, New Zealand, Hawaii and Los Angeles.

Space Industry

Recommendation Progress Update

Capitalise on Top End’s 
competitive advantages  
for equatorial launch 
services (SP1) 

The Territory Government has made real progress capitalising on the Top End’s competitive 
advantages for equatorial launch services, including:
• Investing $5 million in Equatorial Launch Australia to support the Phase 1 development of the 

Arnhem Space Centre
• Providing on the ground support for a NASA visit to the Arnhem Space Centre to set-up the 

site for a sounding rocket campaign in mid-2022. This will be NASA’s first rocket launch from a 
commercial spaceport, outside of the US

• Attending the Australian Space Forum in Adelaide in September 2021 and the International 
Astronautical Congress in Dubai in October 2021, promoting the Territory’s space capabilities  
and competitive advantages

• The Territory Government is also actively targeting companies in the space launch supply chain. 
Companies that show an interest in establishing operations in the Territory will receive priority 
project services and support.
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Space Industry

Recommendation Progress Update

Capitalise on Central 
Australia’s competitive 
advantages for 
stratospheric ballooning/
high altitude pseudo-
satellite (HAPS) launch  
and recovery (SP2) 

Central Australia is an ideal location for stratospheric ballooning/high altitude pseudo-satellite 
(HAPS) launch and recovery. The Territory Government is targeting key HAPS companies to promote 
the Territory’s favourable conditions for both launch and recovery. The first round of targeted 
engagement is underway with discussions progressing with two HAPS companies.
Work has also been completed on a critical study that gathers technical data and evidence of  
Central Australia’s strategic advantage for stratospheric ballooning and HAPS launch and recovery. 

Recommendation Progress Update

Support development of 
ground station precincts 
(SP3) 

A master plan for the Centre for Appropriate Technology (CfAT) space precinct is now complete, 
with the Territory Government providing ongoing support for their investment attraction efforts. 
The master plan will guide the future development of the site, including to optimise revenue, 
employment and training outcomes, and increase investment interest.
The Territory Government provided input and support to a consultation paper entitled "Establishing 
Australia as a Global Leader in Delivering Quality Assured Satellite Earth Observation Data: 
Provision of an enduring high-quality national assurance capability for instrument calibration and 
satellite image and product validation". This paper forms a part of the Australian Space Agency 
Earth Observation Technology Roadmap and is key to enabling Australia to become the leading 
international provider of quality assurance services for Earth observation satellites and data.

Recommendation Progress Update

Leverage space technology 
for Territory industries 
(SP4) 

The Territory Government is working to maximise the economic benefits of global space 
technologies and Territory-based space industry activities in other Territory industries.  
Key progress and achievements includes:
• Supporting a group of 27 NASA personnel to undertake site set-up activities for their 2022 

sounding rocket campaign from the Arnhem Space Centre, generating significant local 
expenditure in the construction, hospitality and logistics sectors

• Investigating funding opportunities to showcase productivity and efficiency improvements 
using space industry technology to solve business problems in the agribusiness, minerals and 
government services sectors. 
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Aboriginal Economic Leadership

Recommendation Progress Update

Collaborate to build 
opportunities for 
Aboriginal-led economic 
development, including 
access to project finance 
(AE1) 

The Territory Government continues to promote and provide opportunities for Aboriginal 
businesses, including:
• Extending support for NAIF financing options until 2026 for potential proponents seeking loan 

sizes up to $10 million across sectors critical to the Territory economy
• Promoting the Territory Government's LJF, as well as directly engaging with potential Territory 

businesses to provide smaller loans to grow local businesses
• To help grow and fast track Aboriginal economic development in commercial fishery industries, the 

Territory Government is managing Fisheries Act 1988 (NT) reforms to better recognise Aboriginal rights
• Required work is now completed for Action 8 of the Aboriginal Land and Sea Action Plan which 

supports economic development and employment on Aboriginal land. Also, the Aboriginal Land 
Sea Action Plan is being refreshed to reflect how the Commonwealth Government now deals with 
and engages regarding Northern Australian development, which includes no longer convening a 
Ministerial Forum on Northern Development, and including the TERC recommendations, election 
commitments and changes to the machinery of government arrangements

• The Territory Government continues to support Aboriginal training and employment 
opportunities through the Blue Mud Bay initiatives, including ranger training and development, 
increased enforcement powers, and capacity-building for Aboriginal people wanting involvement 
in the local or commercial fishing industry

• The Territory Government’s Town Lands Native Title Policy was launched in July 2021, this allows 
Native Title Holders to obtain a registered freehold title (within a town boundary) which can be 
sold, leased or mortgaged, providing opportunities for Aboriginal economic development.

• Implementing the Aboriginal Contracting Framework to support Aboriginal employment and 
business opportunities.

Recommendation Progress Update

Support Land Councils to 
facilitate and streamline 
land administration (AE2) 

The Territory Government is supporting the NT Land Councils and National Indigenous Australians 
Agency on important reforms to the administration of the Aboriginals Benefit Account (ABA) in the 
Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Amendment (Economic Empowerment) Bill 2021.  
These reforms will play a key role to enable the growth of Aboriginal-led economic development  
for the Territory.
• NT Land Councils and Team Territory are working collaboratively on land council economic 

development priorities, with their first meeting held in September 2021
• Continuing to work with NT Land Councils on identifying potential sites for Sustainable 

Development Precincts, which can lead to employment, investment and training opportunities
• Implementation of the Aboriginal Land Commissioner’s recommended changes to the mining 

provisions in Part IV of the Aboriginal Land Rights (Northern Territory) Act 1976 (ALRA) is now 
complete, with the changes introduced into the Commonwealth Parliament in September 2021. 
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Aboriginal Economic Leadership

Recommendation Progress Update

Continue to support 
the Treaty process and 
self-determination (AE3) 

The Territory Government is supporting work on a comprehensive community consultation program 
currently underway by the Treaty Commission.
The results of the consultation will help inform the delivery of the Treaty Commission's final report 
by the second quarter of 2022.
Once the report is finalised, a whole-of-government response will be implemented and actioned.

Recommendation Progress Update

Implement the Aboriginal 
Contracting Framework 
for Territory Government 
procurement (AE4)

An Aboriginal Procurement Policy (APP) for Territory Government procurement will support 
Aboriginal employment, business opportunities and grow the local economy, increasing business 
and regional development and building the local Territory workforce, and will be released in the 
fourth quarter of 2021. Additional activities being undertaken, include, but are not limited to:
• The Value for Territory Assessment (VFT) framework is currently being implemented to  

help strengthen the Buy Local Plan and provide more consistent delivery of Value for  
Territory outcomes

• The Aboriginal Procurement Policy has been developed to maximise opportunities for  
Aboriginal participation in government procurement. The policy was finalised and activated  
in October this year

• In September 2021 a definition of an Aboriginal business, a prerequisite to determining eligibility 
for procurement preferencing was introduced and adopted

• The Territory Government is working with Aboriginal Peak Organisations NT (APONT) and NT 
Indigenous Business Network (NTIBN) regarding appropriate methods for proof of Aboriginality in 
procurement, to protect the intent of an APP. 
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Regional Prioritisation

Recommendation Progress Update

Strengthen the regional 
economic growth 
function of government 
to better drive economic 
development across 
regions (R1) 

The Territory Government has made significant progress to help drive economic development across 
regions, including:
• Establishing a Regional Prioritisation Steering Group linking the activities of the Territory 

Government to the Commonwealth and local government sectors. This steering group  
also connects regional teams to the newly-established Investment, Major Projects and 
Infrastructure Commissioners

• Finalising a three year partnership agreement between Regional Development Australia  
Northern Territory (RDANT) and the Territory Government. This partnership supports regional 
organisations through greater access to data and supporting resources that can improve their 
ability to win Commonwealth grants and competitive funding programs

• Supporting the Minister as a representative on the Regional and Remote National Cabinet Reform 
Committee. This committee and the related collaborative activities with the Commonwealth 
Department of Infrastructure, Transport, Regional Development and Communications connects 
the Territory to key national projects across infrastructure delivery, regional procurement and 
local government capacity-building

• A draft Regional Development Framework has been approved by the steering group and will 
be progressed through approvals processes by the end of 2021. The Regional Development 
Framework supports effective regional planning, implementation and project facilitation including 
coordinating actions from government and local stakeholders 

• The Regional Development Framework includes a Regional Governance Model that defines 
arrangements across agencies, stakeholders, business leaders, Traditional Owners and 
communities to provide a clear regional voice to government, helping streamline and  
better understand regional requirements

• Developing regional programs for feasibility studies and business cases to attract  
regional investment

• Introducing an online regional data portal to assist regional leaders, investors and industry to 
access data that supports improved regional decision-making 

• Reviewing grant opportunities across government to support the implementation of Regional 
Growth Plans, attract private sector investment and deliver new regional project. 

Recommendation Progress Update

Develop or update regional 
economic growth plans as 
a pre-cursor to negotiating 
regional deals (R2)

The Territory Government are working with regional leaders to develop Regional Economic Growth 
Plans, with some highlights including:
• Establishing and supporting Regional Reconstruction Committees to lead the development of 

Regional Economic Growth Plans (REGP)
• Regional analysis and the identification of each region’s competitive advantages are being 

developed for inclusion in REGPs
• Critically, REGPs will identify priority regional infrastructure and a forward-looking regional project 

pipeline to support the target of a $40 billion economy by 2030
• REGPs will also identify regional workforce and local business capability and suggest actions to 

grow regional populations and fill skilled vacancies
• Regional Reconstruction Committees in each region are scoping and gathering data to develop 

and progress their REGP.
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Infrastructure Systems

Recommendation Progress Update

Urgently deliver a 
significant program of 
infrastructure that enables 
industry growth (I1) 

The Territory Government is actioning initiatives to deliver a significant program of infrastructure 
that enables economic and industry growth, including:
• The delivery of the Territory Government’s Infrastructure Program for 2021-22, which will deliver 

roads, housing and infrastructure projects that support jobs and economic growth 
• Tranche one projects for the Road Safety Program are underway, including the release of the Early 

Contractor Involvement tender for the Tiger Brennan Drive/Berrimah Road overpass project 
• $367 million in funding has been approved for immediate upgrades to support the Beetaloo Basin 

and key industry roads, including the Carpentaria Highway ($150 million), Western Creek Road 
($85 million), Buchanan Highway ($70 million) and Gorrie Dry Creek Road ($62 million), and the 
Territory wide Road Safety Program ($267 million) works 

• The delivery of the $70 million Commonwealth Government's Kakadu Roads Strategy has also 
commenced, as well as commencing the design works, concept planning and clearances on 
Magela Creek Crossing and Jim Jim Falls Road.

Recommendation Progress Update

Rapidly establish a 
strategic infrastructure 
planning and development 
function that plans for, 
coordinates and aligns 
infrastructure needs with 
industry and population 
growth (I2) 

The Territory Government is continuing to actively partner with industry to develop a coordinated, 
proactive and Territory-wide approach to infrastructure planning, development and prioritisation to 
achieve a $40 billion economy by 2030. 
A number of initiatives already completed and implemented include:
• The establishment of a new strategic infrastructure planning and development commission, 

Infrastructure NT. Infrastructure NT is responsible for planning, coordinating and aligning 
infrastructure needs with industry and population growth

• The establishment of Infrastructure NT and the Infrastructure Commissioner was announced on 
28 April 2021, with Louise McCormick appointed as the interim Infrastructure Commissioner

• In September 2021, the Northern Territory Infrastructure Plan was released.
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Access to Land

Recommendation Progress Update

Clarify and provide 
guidance on land access 
negotiation pathways, 
focusing on Sustainable 
Development Precincts (L1) 

Mapping the Territory’s regulatory processes and checklists has begun, and will provide proponents 
and potential investors access to better, more reliable data, as well as the capacity to make more 
timely financial planning decisions, making the Territory a more attractive location for investment.
This work is being undertaken as a matter of priority and aims to be completed this year. The whole 
of government work to develop Sustainable Development Precincts is underway. The Sustainable 
Development Precincts will provide a greater level of certainty to potential investors.

Recommendation Progress Update

Collaborate with 
stakeholders to introduce 
statutory timeframes for 
negotiation  
on land access, where 
possible (L2) 

Delivery of this recommendation involves several crucial activities which include but are not limited to:
• Working with NT Land Councils to develop long-term leasing models that are recognised and 

supported by industry and financiers giving more certainty to NT Land Councils, economic 
opportunities to Aboriginal people and potential investors. This work will be completed by the 
fourth quarter of 2022

• Implementing the Territory Government’s Town Lands Native Title Policy, enabling Native Title 
holders to obtain a registered freehold title (within a town boundary) that can be sold, leased or 
mortgaged. This will provide greater scope for options and opportunities for Aboriginal economic 
development. This work is expected to be completed by the fourth quarter of 2022

• Developing an approach for tenure conversion mapping. This is expected to be completed in the 
fourth quarter of 2022

• Implementation of categories within the non-pastoral use activities to reduce the requirement for 
variations, delivering more certainty to proponents and potential investors. This work is expected 
to be completed by the fourth quarter of 2021

• Collaborating with other agencies to progress the Aboriginal Land Commissioner’s recommended 
changes to Part IV of the ARLA, expected to be completed by the fourth quarter of 2022.

Recommendation Progress Update

Invest in land capability 
assessment as part of 
ensuring access to good 
precompetitive data (L3)

De-risking investment is critical to achieving a $40 billion economy by 2030. That is why the Territory 
Government is providing proponents and potential investors with precompetitive data to speed up 
approvals processes, job creation and economic activity. Key actions include:
• Partnering with all relevant Territory Government agencies and NT Farmers to review land 

capability information in the Douglas Daly 
• Finalising mapping for the areas of Western Davenport, Larrimah, Wadeye, Deep Well  

and Katherine 
• Partnering with CSIRO to develop broad-scale mapping – allowing investors and proponents to 

have a better understanding of investment opportunities
• Finalising the upgrade of 160 land resource datasets and producing new mapping products to 

allow proponents and potential investors access to more up-to-date data
• Collaborating with the Aboriginal Areas Protection Authority to create a streamlined, user friendly 

data management system, providing proponents and potential investors with a better experience 
when making investment decisions.
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Access to Water

Recommendation Progress Update

Accelerate work to deliver 
infrastructure solutions for 
future water demand (W1) 

Water is a key enabler of economic activity across the Territory. A Detailed Business Case on water 
supply options to meet the needs of the Darwin region over the short, medium and long term is 
being delivered with support from the Commonwealth Government. The Detailed Business Case is 
being delivered in two parts:
Part A: Preliminary Assessment (now complete) – full report can be found here:
watersecurity.nt.gov.au/darwin-region-future-water-supply
Part B: Detailed business case (Q1 2022).
The Territory Government has also committed $3.7 million over the next two years to progress 
preliminary de-risking activities for two key water supply infrastructure solutions, to ensure that a 
timely investment decision can be made based on the outcome of the Detailed Business Case.
The work is focused on:
• Manton Dam Return to Service
• Adelaide River Off-stream Water Storage.
The completion of the Detailed Business Case will allow the Territory Government to make an 
informed and timely decision on the most appropriate approach to sustainably secure Darwin’s 
water supply and promote economic development.
The Territory Government will also begin trialling affordable technologies to address challenges 
in priority communities to identify alternative treatment technologies that are fit for purpose 
including:
• Installation of Membrane Capacitive De-Ionisation (MCDI) technology in remote communities to 

compare the operational performance and costs to existing technologies used, expected to be 
completed in 2022

• Implement a laboratory scale trial of electrochemical technology to test existing technology  
in a different application to improve water quality, expected to be completed by the first  
quarter of 2022.

Recommendation Progress Update

Undertake continued 
water exploration and 
targeted water resource 
investigation (W2) 

The Mapping the Future program is a key driver of water investigations across those parts of the 
Territory where new or expanded economic activity has strong prospects of viability.
Knowledge and data on the Territory’s water will continue to be collated and developed through 
research and development in partnership with stakeholders to provide greater understanding and 
integrate Aboriginal water knowledge and values. These investigations will:
• Continue to develop research through the National Environment Science Program
• Work with the National Water Grid Authority to develop models to improve knowledge of water 

availability and other programs that fill scientific gaps to benefit the Territory.

Recommendation Progress Update

Continue to modernise 
legislative, policy and 
institutional settings (W3) 

The Territory Government is developing the Territory's first long term Strategic Water Plan to 
provide a comprehensive approach to water management, policy and governance with a focus 
on securing drinking water into the future, and ensuring water policy settings support and grow 
sustainable development. 
The Plan, which will be finalised in late 2022, will be informed by the Directions Paper which has 
been released for public consultation and stakeholder engagement.
The Office of Water Security and the NT Strategic Water Plan CEO Steering Committee has been 
established to give oversight to the development of the NT Strategic Water Plan, and will lead the 
stakeholder engagement.
The Territory Government has announced additional funding of $300,000 each year to support the 
operation of the Office of Water Security in 2021-22. 
The Territory Government is developing a surface water policy for harvesting floodwater, which will 
be ready for consultation and finalisation by the first quarter of 2022.
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Access to Power

Recommendation Progress Update

Accelerate the steps to 
ensure the Territory’s 
energy systems are agile 
and support economic 
growth (AP1) 

The Territory Government is accelerating the steps to ensure the Territory’s energy systems are agile 
and support economic growth through:
• Progressing the Northern Territory Electricity Market Priority Reform Program, with policy 

positions and consultation on draft rules currently being finalised
• Developing the large-scale Renewable Energy Procurement Framework, with publication of a 

draft framework for stakeholder consultation targeted for the first quarter of 2022.

Recommendation Progress Update

Transition remote power  
systems for the 72 remote 
communities serviced by 
the Indigenous Essential 
Services program, to 
renewables-based systems 
by 2030 (AP2) 

The Territory Government continues to progress the advancement of power systems in remote 
communities across the Territory, and is undertaking a number of initiatives and actions to transition 
remote power systems to renewables. This includes the following key activities:
• Immediate rollout of additional solar PV and a battery energy storage system at Wurrumiyanga to 

achieve high penetration renewable energy generation by the fourth quarter of 2022
• Developing an open and contestable framework to facilitate approximately $400 million of 

external investment to target 70 per cent renewables in the communities serviced by Indigenous 
Essential Services.

Recommendation Progress Update

Accelerate energy 
intensive industry 
development (AP3) 

Investor engagement has commenced with a range of proponents of proposed new energy intensive 
and renewable generation projects for the Territory.
This engagement is providing insight into the criteria that each industry uses to decide on where to 
locate new projects, and will help design the specific value propositions that the Territory will use to 
go out and actively attract new projects and investment.

Access to Digital Connections

Recommendation Progress Update

Accelerate the expansion 
of telecommunication 
services (mobile and 
internet) to increase the 
digital connectivity in 
regional and remote areas 
of the Territory (DC1) 

The Territory Government is maintaining its ongoing focus on increasing availability and capacity  
of reliable broadband and mobile services to the Territory’s regional and remote communities 
through engagement with service providers, advocacy with the Commonwealth Government, and 
commitment to co-investment opportunities. 
With recent representation and a submission lodged with the Regional Telecommunications Independent 
Review Committee (RTCP), the Territory Government continues to support the Territory's case for 
improved telecommunications.
The Territory Government is actively working with industry and government stakeholders to support 
the roll out of important telecommunications co-investment programs, including:
• RTCP programs with Telstra  - Yuendumu infrastructure has been upgraded and design works for ten 

communities is in progress
• Groote Eylandt fibre upgrade project is underway and due for completion in 2023
• Kakadu mobiles program  - design works in progress
• Jabiru fibre to the premises broadband program  - parameters agreed, with works to commence 

this year
• Arnhem fibre upgrade project  - preparatory tasks progressing to enable installation works to 

commence. Co-investment agreed with the Territory and Commonwealth governments and Telstra. 
Mapping of Territory telecommunications network outages over the past five years is now complete. Data 
will be shared with telcos to assist in developing resilience across the telecommunications network.
The Territory Government will also ensure there is appropriate engagement with four remote 
communities and a service provider to pilot a new connectivity solution. The Territory Government 
is also exploring funding options for the delivery of satellite small cell technology to deliver mobile 
services to very remote communities.
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Logistics and Supply Chains

Recommendation Progress Update

Build a coalition between 
industry, business and 
government to collaborate  
to improve market 
connections (LS1) 

The NT Logistics Advisory Council (the Council) will be formed by early 2022. The Council aims to 
develop a collaborative partnership between industry, business and government, by:
• Acting as an advisory body to the Territory Government on logistics issues. The Council will 

provide a mechanism for collaboration to drive intermodal efficiencies and improve the Territory’s 
transport and logistics supply chains

• The Senior Director Freight and Logistics within Infrastructure NT has been appointed, and will 
manage the establishment and operation of the Council and provide the secretariat role

• A key role of the Council will be to partner with government to contribute to a gap analysis of the 
Territory's logistics supply chains to identify issues, opportunities and solutions to inform a plan 
for infrastructure delivery

• Ongoing discussions with key logistics operators and stakeholders.

Regulating for Growth

Recommendation Progress Update

Quickly streamline 
regulatory processes to 
make it easy to do business 
in the Territory (RG1) 

The Territory Government has now completed mapping regulatory processes for starting and 
growing a business in the hospitality and retail sectors in the Territory, and has:
• Identified process improvements that will reduce time and increase efficiency with respect to 

starting and growing a business in these sectors
• Proposed recommendations on standards and timeframes for efficient regulatory approvals with 

respect to starting and growing a business in the hospitality and retail sectors
• Identified regulatory inefficiencies through the mapping process in Statute Law Amendment 

(Territory Economic Reconstruction) Bill 2021 (Omnibus Bill 1) which came into effect earlier 
in 2021. Identifying and addressing additional regulatory inefficiencies will be prioritised and 
actioned by individual agencies through their own legislative programs

• Work has commenced on mapping regulatory processes in the mining sector, mineral titles and 
mining activity applications, assessment, regulation and mining management planning.  
An industry workshop is scheduled to be held in the fourth quarter of 2021

• Work has commenced on mapping regulatory processes in the agriculture and construction sectors
• A review of the current Regulation Making Framework (RMF) was completed in the third quarter of 

2021 and an options paper to consider opportunities to improve RMF processes will be completed 
in the fourth quarter of 2021.

Recommendation Progress Update

Invest in modern digital 
architecture which is easy 
to use (RG2) 

The ‘Can-Do Territory’ online portal is an ongoing priority, enabling businesses and individuals to 
apply online and transact digitally making the process of dealing with government faster, better,  
and more transparent. 
This is the Territory Government’s key commitment to get out of the way of business doing business. 
The portal will continue to be developed to further expand service efficiencies  
of the portal and improve the ease of doing business in the Territory.
Recently the ability to apply online for high-risk work licences (white cards) was added to the  
‘Can-Do Territory’ portal with more online applications to be made available in 2022.
Actions to modernise key Territory services and improve data sharing continue to progress,  
through the  ‘Can-Do Territory’ portal and other digital solution projects.
An intergovernmental agreement on data sharing was recently signed at National Cabinet to 
facilitate collaboration across jurisdictions on priority data areas.
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Skills 

Recommendation Progress Update

Embed workforce planning  
for the future, now (SK1) 

Negotiations around the new skills agreement have been extended until June 2022, to ensure high 
quality, relevant and accessible skills and training systems.
This extension has been agreed by each jurisdiction and National Cabinet.
The Barkly Workforce Plan is complete and implementation actions have commenced.
The roll-out of the Job Profile Survey has been deferred until late 2022 so as not to compete with 
the Census activity, which was underway at the same time.

Recommendation Progress Update

Collaborate with CDU 
to build its competitive 
advantage  
and its relevancy to the 
Territory and Australia 
by determinedly 
pursuing new models of 
engagement and delivery 
(SK2) 

The Territory Government is continuing to build its competitive advantage through collaboration 
with Charles Darwin University (CDU) and Batchelor Institute (BI). 
• The Territory Innovation Challenges Program delivered a trial project which successfully tested 

the procurement mechanism of the project and provided $100,000 seed funding to CDU
• CDU delivered the Innovation Playground on 26 June 2021, which was a full day event aimed at 

encouraging children into STEM careers; 1139 registered attendees participated in workshops 
and exhibitions which were showcased by 30 local stall holders across robotics, drones, science, 
ag-tech, gaming, computer tech and 3D printing. Feedback demonstrated an appetite for a  
sci-tech experience in Darwin, with 89% of 149 surveyed respondents rating the event as 
‘awesome’ (and the remainder rating the event as ‘good’)

• CDU has been contracted to deliver a report on how science can help deliver a $40 billion 
economy by 2030, due for completion by April 2022

• CDU has been contracted to provide services of a Science Project Officer until June 2022; 
recruitment is underway 

• Under the auspices of CDU, InspiredNT continues to deliver science outreach through a three 
year funding agreement ending in June 2022.

People

Recommendation Progress Update

Establish a Territory 
Careers Pathway (PE1) 

The Territory Government continues to work closely with the Commonwealth to establish a Territory 
Careers Pathway. 
Planning for the Aboriginal Student Aspiration Program is underway. The program supports 
high attending and high achieving Aboriginal students, providing exposure to opportunities and 
experiences which inspire them to broaden their dreams for the future. 
A commencing cohort has been identified and initial experiences planned for Term 4, 2021.
The program is structured around four key areas; personal development, building a community of 
connected, like-minded young people; understanding university options and how to access them; 
business and industry connections and experiences which expose them to career options for the 
future, and student voice.
Industry Forums have begun and are aimed at bringing local businesses and major industry together 
so students can access information, start career conversations and network, to help make more 
informed decisions about their future. 
The Katherine Industry Forum was held in Term 3, 2021 and had 23 local businesses attend. 
The next Industry Forum is set to be held in Tennant Creek in Term 4, 2021.
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People

Recommendation Progress Update

Expand key programs that 
improve remote Aboriginal 
education (PE2) 

There were 2,458 children participating in the Families as First Teachers (FaFT) programs at the 55 
FaFT sites throughout the Territory (as at 30 September 2021). 
The Territory Government remains supportive of expansion of the Learning on Country (LoC) 
Program. Partnership agreements are already established between NT Land Councils and the 
government agencies. 
The Territory Government continues to collaborate for Vocational Education and Training delivery 
and funding with LoC ranger groups.
A feasibility study identifying requirements to improve connectivity for schools across the Territory 
has been procured and will commence by 2022.

Recommendation Progress Update

Review and target 
national and international 
migration programs and 
settings post-COVID-19 
(PE3) 

An all industry digital worker attraction campaign is now under development. This campaign aims to 
attract skilled workers to the Territory.
This work is critical to ensuring the Territory can attract and retain staff. The Territory Government  
is supporting Territory businesses with workforce demand. The campaign is due for release in  
the fourth quarter of 2021.
In September 2021, 40 workers from Samoa arrived under the Pacific Labour Scheme, supporting 
the hospitality and aged care sector. This is the first in Australia under this scheme since COVID-19 
affected international travel.

Place

Recommendation Progress Update

Plan for future population  
demands (PL1) 

The prioritisation of key regional growth areas is now underway, and will support Sustainable 
Development Precinct planning that will contribute and support economic development in  
regional areas by informing infrastructure planning, native title resolution, budget prioritisation  
and project delivery. 
The NT Planning Commission undertook stage 1 consultation on the Palmerston and Environs 
Subregional Land Use Plan (now called the Holtze to Elizabeth River Subregional Land Use Plan) 
for four weeks from 27 May 2021. The NT Planning Commission also commenced the process of 
planning for the future development of new suburbs in Holtze and Kowandi. Baseline investigations 
into power, water, sewer, roads and other infrastructure networks are currently underway. Public 
consultation on an Area Plan for Holze and Kowandi is expected to begin in early 2022.  
• A draft Integrated Strategic Land-use and Infrastructure Planning Framework is in preparation to 

inform planning and development priorities for the proactive delivery of serviced land
• Development of a draft Land Development Strategy is being prepared which will establish the 

timing and sequencing of infrastructure required to enable development in accordance with the 
Area Plans under the framework

• A Land Development Program will be prepared to coordinate the delivery of this infrastructure 
over a 20 year period under the Framework.
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Place

Recommendation Progress Update

Establish a sustainable 
community housing 
industry in the  
Territory to deliver 
affordable and available 
housing (PL2) 

In delivering on its commitment to grow the community housing sector, the Territory Government has: 
• Established the Office of the Community Housing Registrar as a separate authority and appointed 

a new Registrar
• Completed a number of system changes to enable sector growth, including drafting the 

Community Housing Policy Framework and Community Housing Contracting Framework
• Released the Community Housing Growth Strategy Discussion Paper and engaged more than  

70 participants in feedback
• Introduced monthly ‘Sector Reform Meetings’ to keep stakeholders involved
• Built partnerships with the National Housing Finance and Investment Corporation and  

inter-jurisdictional community housing teams, to grow the Territory’s capability and resources
• Released a tender opportunity for contract management of 75 Affordable Housing head leases 

available to the community housing sector
• Funded Aboriginal Housing NT to establish themselves as the peak housing body to support 

Aboriginal organisations to become Community Housing Providers
• Registered TeamHealth, YWCA and Salvation Army as three new Territory-based Community 

Housing Providers – increasing to eight registered organisations
• Approved a Capital Works Plan that includes transferring 50 per cent of the Territory 

Government's proposed work in 2021-22 to the community housing and Specialist Disability 
Accommodation sectors

• Worked intensively with individual Community Housing Providers to address legacy issues
• Progressed the transfer of 12 dwellings at Runge Street to TeamHealth
• Progressed the transfer of two land parcels each to Life Without Barriers and Carpentaria 

Disability Services to construct Specialist Disability Accommodation
• Progressed a redesign of the social head lease program including the progression of options for 

future transfers to the community housing sector
• Awarded a competitive tender to Paxon Group to assess the economic viability of delivery 

options for growing the urban community housing sector in the Territory. This includes modelling 
up to 40 per cent of urban public housing (2,500 dwellings) being transferred to the community 
housing sector within eight years or less 

• Released an expression of interest for the long-term asset and tenancy management of John 
Stokes Square precinct in Nightcliff

• Committed to fund NT Shelter to develop a sector-led Community Housing Industry Development Plan
• Releasing several parcels of land as grants in return for construction of Specialist Disability 

Accommodation
• Executing additional small-scale asset transfers to Community Housing Providers
• Releasing the first land packages for development for Community Housing projects
• Partnered with Venture Housing to commit to supply over 40 additional affordable homes across 

the Territory
• Developed an Affordable Housing rental subsidy program in conjunction with Venture Housing to 

be implemented in the first quarter of 2022.
Further actions the Territory Government is taking in the immediate term include: 
• Piloting the first major transfer of large scale dwellings to the Community Housing sector
• Conducting market sounding on a potential large scale asset redevelopment
• Finalising the Community Housing Strategy to deliver a contemporary and sophisticated social 

and affordable housing system in the Territory.
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Place

Recommendation Progress Update

Maintain a focus on 
improving liveability for 
existing and new Territory 
residents (PL3) 

The Territory Government is improving liveability for existing and new Territory residents by 
undertaking a number of planning actions and initiatives, including:
• The NT Planning Commission has endorsed a draft project plan and considered five background 

papers for the development of a Northern Territory Strategic Directions Planning Policy
• City Deal projects are continuing as planned, noting that government committed to deliver the 

remainder of the State Square redevelopment over 5 years with a commitment of $30 million 
in 2021. Consultation with key stakeholders is continuing to inform detailed design of the State 
Square redevelopment

• Alice Springs revitalisation projects are underway and expected to be completed in late-2021 to 
early-2022

• The National Aboriginal Art Gallery acquisition process was referred to the NT Civil and 
Administrative Tribunal and the hearing held in late August, with recommendations referred to 
the Minister for consideration.

• The Myilly Point playground has been completed and is open to the public
• The demolition of the Chan Building and establishment of grassed area is is complete.


